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Introducing the SWAN APAC Alliance
Goal: To accelerate adoption of smart, data-driven solutions in the water and
wastewater sectors the Asia-Pacific region through SWAN’s collective expertise and
industry partnerships
Why SWAN Asia Pacific?
• APAC is becoming a global leader in smart water/wastewater adoption

• Collaborate with fellow utilities and solution providers across the region
• Gain access to tailored workshops, specialised webinars, and a centralised source
for smart water information

SWAN APAC Alliance Leaders
● Chair: George Theo, CEO - Unitywater
● Partnerships: Martine Watson, General Manager Operations, Maintenance & Planning-Urban
Utilities

● Research: Peter Prevos, Data Science Manager - Coliban Water
● Communications: Alana Deghelli, Marketing Manager & Patrick Bonk, Software Solutions Engineer Innovyze

SWAN APAC 5th Webinar
“Scaling Smart Water Solutions”
July 7th, 2021

Delivering value, not just
technology
Shifting the mindset

Katherine Gee
Executive Manager - Customer and
Community
Unitywater

Digital transformation - what’s your
‘why’?
Unitywater’s customer experience vision
We are
easy to
do
business
with

We keep
our bills
affordable

•
•
•

Be fair and transparent in setting
prices and making investment
decisions
Demonstrate value for money
Keep prices low by offering more
self-service options in the customer’s
channel of choice

By demonstrating how we make
every dollar count towards
serving today and investing for
tomorrow

•
•

•

Avoid issues where possible
Where issues can’t be avoided:
•
Be empathetic, knowledgeable,
and willing to help
•
Resolve the issue first time
Where issues are complex or protracted:
•
keep customers informed
without over-burdening them

By taking action to prevent issues,
and if they happen, be timely in
resolution and keep people informed

We are a
valued
member of
the
community
•
•

•

Provide safe and reliable water and
sewerage services so I don’t need to
think about it.
Put the interest of customers and the
community first in decision making
Protect our future by prudently investing
in infrastructure and sustainable
solutions

By making a positive contribution to
the environment we operate in

Unitywater’s Digital Neighbourhood
Project – what’s our ‘why’?
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Within several DMAs (district metered
areas), Unitywater is installing:
• 10,000 digital meters;
• 85 acoustic leak detection
sensors;
• 15 pressure transient sensors; and
• 32 water quality sensors

Unitywater’s Digital Neighbourhood
Project – what’s our ‘why’?

Within several DMAs (district metered
areas), Unitywater is installing:
• 10,000 digital meters;
• 85 acoustic leak detection
sensors;
• 15 pressure transient sensors; and
• 32 water quality sensors

or

For selected suburbs, Unitywater is
installing devices that will help our
customers avoid unexpectedly high
bills caused by leaks at their home;
We will also be able to find and fix
leaks in our own network, helping us
to save money so we can keep our
customers’ bills low

There’s more to it than installing digital
water meters
How do we make sure this type of digital
transformation project embeds new ways of working
into business-as-usual in the future?
• How we view the purpose of the project is what starts the mindset shift
• Each of the 10,000 smart meters in our digital neighbourhood is a device:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

that we need to procure
to install on customer premises
that requires capital budget
that needs a communications network to send data
that needs somewhere to store its big data
that require our people to be trained (in both technology and how to answer
customer enquiries)
whose data is used for billing
for which meter readings no longer read by a meter reader
that will inform us about:
▪
▪

leaks at a customer’s property
the operation of our meter assets

Project 1

Learning 1:
Describe your ‘why’ so that everyone understands it
Improve the outage experience
for customers

Shorter outages

Improve asset planning from
outage insights

As a customer, I am notified of water
outages before I notice them, allowing me
more time to manage having no water
and spending less time working out
what’s happened.

As a team member, I identify water
outages early so that resolution is
faster and the duration of water
outages is shorter.

As a team member, I source outage data
so that I can plan for network
maintenance and renewals in a way that
saves costs and balances the customer
and team member experience.

Project 2

Analyse digital meter data
As a team member, I can access and analyse digital meter data, so that I can test the benefits expected from the Digital
Neighbourhood Program (DNP).

Avoid unexpected high bills
As a customer, I am notified of a
leak at my property when it
happens, so that I can fix it,
avoiding a high bill in the future.

Seamlessly bill our customers

Reconciled water balance

As a team member, I process meterto-cash activities using new digital
meter data in a way that customers
continue to receive accurate bills and
pay on time.

As a team member, I will be able to
reconcile the water usage within a
DMA, so that I can prevent future
water being wasted and also save
money.

Learning 2:
Walk first, run later
Use bite size
chunks to
prove more
than just the
technology

Bite-size chunks let you:
1. prove and measure the value
2. prove the technology works how you wanted it to
3. incorporate your lessons learnt from bite-sized chunks into the scaled
program
4. have more certainly in your cost estimates for your business cases
5. have more confidence in the business case ROI or NPV
6. see if you can work the vendor
7. find who will be your early adopters and late bloomers
8. test behaviour change tactics on a pilot group of customers
9. test the effectiveness and efficiency of new operational processes

Learning 2:
Walk first, run later
Use bite size
chunks to
prove more
than just the
technology

Assume the
worst
(well for some
things anyway!)

Bite-size chunks let you:
1. prove and measure the value
2. prove the technology works how you wanted it to
3. incorporate your lessons learnt from bite-sized chunks into the scaled program
4. have more certainly in your cost estimates for your business cases
5. have more confidence in the business case ROI or NPV
6. see if you can work the vendor
7. find who will be your early adopters and late bloomers
8. test behaviour change tactics on a pilot group of customers
9. test the effectiveness and efficiency of new operational processes
Always allow for:
1. an under-estimation of effort, especially where integrations or third
parties are involved
2. the project team to take a few sprints to find their rhythm – allow for a
lower velocity in these sprints
3. time at the beginning of the project to build a relationship at the
executive level with your vendor partner

Learning 3:
Prioritise ‘operational readiness’ in every
project
Q: Do your teams know what they will do differently on day 1?

Learning 4:
Be an active and visible sponsor
Formal governance practices are a given
Attend daily stand-ups

Always be available to your project/program manager
Have skip meetings with team members
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Maximizing Digitalization for
Water Company
Ari Bimo Sakti
IT Manager
PDAM Surya Sembada,
Indonesia

Water Company in Surabaya Indonesia
• PDAM Surya Sembada Kota Surabaya - owned by local
government of Surabaya City

• Only served for Surabaya City, it is around 350 km2 and 3 million
population
• Serve more than 580.000 of Customer
• Operates 6 Water Treatment Plant and 18 Distribution Centre
• Total Production Capacity 12.000 lps
• 95% raw water from river
• Maintain around 7000 km of pipes to serve Surabaya

Challenge and Opportunity
Challenge :
• No tariff adjustment for more than 12 years
• Cost for operation increase every year
• Minimize Downtime (Zero Disruption) of water service
Opportunity :
• Economic level and income of people getting better
• Changes of household function become a business / office / restaurant
• Tariff scheme already included the economic factor of customer :
o
o
o
o

Type of customer (household, business, industry, port, etc)
Electricity voltage installed
Land and Building Tax
Customer location (high economic value area, resindential area, etc)

• Every month meter reader agent come to customer premises
• Technical / Operational staff in field already using Android Application

Cases in PDAM Surya Sembada
Surabaya
Digitalized and Maximize Data taken from Meter Reader Agent
2. Digitalization of Managing Asset Management
3. Integrating Digitalization
1.

ISO 27001:2013

ISO 55001:2014

ISO 9001:2015

Digitalized and Maximize Customer Data from
Meter Reader Agent
Add New Feature to
Android Meter ReaderApps

Meter reader agent takes :
• Current meter number
• Water Condition
• Meter Condition
• Environment Condition
• Water Meter Picture
• Premises Picture

+

Dynamic Thematic
Survey

Adjust Tariff Class

Meter Reader Manager easy to assign thematic survey on customer
premises, every time it need, such as :
• Electricity Voltage Installed
• Changes on customer (ex. household → small office)
• Detail type of customer business (ex. small coffee shop, restaurant, etc)
• Etc

Updated Customer
Information and Tariff
Class for better
revenue

Result in Company Growth
• Since 2018, by maintain updated customer data and
maintain efficiency in operation, PDAM Surya Sembada
able to growth more than 8% every year
Meter Reader Apps

Digitalization of Managing Asset Management

Asset
Management

CHALLENGE OF MANAGING ASSET MANAGEMENT BUSINESS PROCESS DIGITALIZATION

Digitalization of Asset Management

MOBILE
APPS
OF ASSET
MANAGEMENT

Digitalization of Asset Management

Digitalization of Asset Management

ADVANTAGE

1. Asset Data Management
2. Integrated planning
3. Maintenance effectiveness
4. Ease of analysis and evaluation
5. Planned and appropriate investment

BENEFIT

1. Improve employee collaboration
2. Increase work motivation
3. Improve the performance of assets and
employees

End-to-End Monitor and Command
Facility

SERVICE AND OPERATION COMMAND CENTRE
A facility that integrates real-time monitoring of production, distribution
and company services in one control room.
It can provide directions and warnings to maintain service level of
Water Service Company.

Service and Operation Command
Centre

Opportunity For Technology
Involvement

Drinking water service company
with zero disruption

1.
•
•
•

TECHNOLOGY ALIGNMENT :
Analytic for Big Data
Artificial Intelligence
Increase Number of IOT device

2.
•
•
•
•
•

SYSTEM INTEGRATION WITH :
GIS
Logistic & Warehousing
Corporate Budgeting System
KPI
Financial Management

THANK YOU
Have a nice day
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Scaling smart water solutions
for leak detection in Asia
Mark Nicol
International Sales Director
Mueller Water Products
mnicol@muellerwp.com

A summary of global challenges facing the water
industry
Aging Infrastructure

Population Growth
• Asian population is projected to
grow to 5.26 billion by 2050, or
about 54% of projected world
population at that time

• Asia’s total urban population will
exceed 2.6 billion in 2030

Aging
Infrastructure
Population
and
Economic
Growth

Water
Conservatio
n

• Knowing when pipes have reached the
end of their life enables targeted
replacement, optimising return on
investment

Water
Utilities

Climate Change
• Increases in temperature, shifts
in precipitation patterns, and a
likely increase in the frequency
of flooding and droughts is
significantly impacting water
resource management.

• Many pipes are reaching or have
passed design life and insufficient
budget is available to meet
current/expected replacement needs

Water
Quality &
Security

Climate
Change

Regulatory
Drivers

Non-Revenue Water
• 77 liters/person of treated water is lost
or unaccounted for globally every day.
• Implementation of programs and
technologies to address this issue
varies globally

With leak monitoring which pinpoints
utilities know when leaks start
can monitor their growth
to reduce leakage and avoid catastrophic failures

Informed decision making without data overload

Data
29, 297 Network Noises

Information
555 Persistent Noises

Insight
8 Investigations Recommended

Source: Mueller Water Products, EchoShore-DX®

Improved control & bigger
savings for asset owners
• Reduce & sustain NRW levels to

•
•
•
•
•
•

economic/regulatory standards
Improve financial expenditure predictability
More informed decision making
Identify & eliminate negative operational
activities
Avoid failures and costly repairs by finding and
fixing leaks as they form
Prevent damage to nearby/third-party
infrastructure
Improved public confidence through security of
supply & reduced negative media

Trunk Mains do leak!
• There is a misconception that most leakage is

on distribution mains and service connections

• Whilst it is often true in terms of number of

leaks, this is not always the case in terms of
volume of water lost

• Trunk Mains are usually buried deeper, so leaks
are less likely to surface

• Leaks on Trunk Mains often run several years
before detection

• Total volume lost can be a significant
contributor to overall NRW levels

Non-invasive
trunk main leak
detection
Specific Customer Interest

• Survey 2,000km/year with a noninvasive technology

• Construction and ground movement

near 800mm main which may cause
leakage

• 2800mm remote main with history of
bursts

• Bridge and river crossings over

environmentally sensitive areas where
even a small leak would have
significant negative impact.

Leveraging cloud-based data
analysis
•

Distance between sensors is not limited by radio range
or interference

•

Several nodes can be used concurrently
o Improves productivity for long distance surveys
o Improves confidence in long range detected leaks

•

Data archived in secure cloud-based software (AWS)
o Data analysis during survey
o Further data analysis and sharing after survey

•

Export results into utility GIS software / work
management systems
o Points of interest are automatically created on GIS
map
o API to third-party solutions

Year

Distance
Surveyed (km)

Leaks

Volume saved
(MLD)

2017

1,364

153

9.6

2018

3,664

84

4.3

2019

2,059

108

17.0

2020/21

3,596

197

10.4

542

41.26

TOTALS

Permanent installation to detect leaks
forming
Antenna

Battery

Processor &
Comm. Hardware

Hydrophone

Monitored
Transmission Main

~750 m

~750 m

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Scaling in Singapore
• Following initial trials and a pilot [6
nodes] Echologics were awarded a 3year, 100km [120 node] trunk main
monitoring project (2017-2020)
• Detected 14 leaks which were not
surfacing and were repaired under
planned conditions before
catastrophic failure
• In Sept 2020 Echologics were
awarded a new 5-year 300 node
contract by PUB, with installation
completed by March 2021.

Monitoring Critical Mains in Singapore
• Example of a leak located to within 2 meters which was
then repaired without needing to depressurise the main
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Thank you!
Mark Nicol
mnicol@muellerwp.com
+65 9027 3479

